
BRIDGE CONFERENCE  

 Truly unlimited 
 Scheduled conference  
 Email -  one hour before 
 Voice SMS- 10 mins prior 
 Auto connection- 3 mins prior 
 Using *3 additional members can be added 
 Control Mic / Speakers individually 
 Recording link 
 Mobile authentication 
 Daily, Weekly, Monthly Auto Scheduling (Max 10) 
 Mobile APP to monitor/add/kick people into/out of conference 
 Activity mail report to administrator after the conference expiry 

 

 
 
 
Our bridge conference feature allows for remote voice meeting where each participant dials himself into 
virtual meetings from a phone. the system can also make outbound calls admit participants in the same 
conference, so it can be a mix of both inbound and outbound participants. 
 
 
 

MULTI PARTY CONFERENCE 
 

 Unlimited members 
 Conference recording 
 Option for conference initiator to step out of it 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

SMS ALERTS 
 

 Missed call alerts 
 unanswered calls – we tried calling you, appreciate a call back 
 abandoned calls- all our executives are busy right now, will call back asap 
 if an incoming call is missed, the caller gets an sms informing of a call back soon 

 
 

WATCHGUARD 
 

 Wondering whether your paid security is awake at the crucial night hours 
 Our system can dial the security extension every selected hour randomly 
 The reports of all calls attended or missed can be emailed to authorized personnel 
 This facility can also be used to track employee’s availability on desk in work from home scenario 

 

 

PC BASED OPERATOR CONSOLE 
 

 
 

 8 KEYS 
 250 BLF KEYS 
 UNLIMITED CONTACT DETAILS ENTRY 
 NOTES SECTION FOR EACH CALL 
  Red - busy, Green - Free, Orange – Ringing 

 



 

 

 

 

 
CALLER-ID BASED CALL TRANSFER 
 
True IPPBX offers two kinds of CBCT 
One where we tie up an extension with a number, so whenever the call comes in from this number it will be 
diverted to the tied extension directly. 
 
Second is where the general pilot number is assigned to extns in an organisation with many employees. 
Suppose a call is made from an extensions and goes unanswered, on returning the call neither the operator 
nor the caller will be aware exactly who had called. In such scenario, our system stores the extn-number link 
so that the call gets diverted to that particular extension only. 
 

VOICEMAIL 
 

Voicemail allows for callers to leave messages in the event the user is busy, unavailable or unable to take 
the call. 
An instant email of this message is then sent to the user as an attachment who can either retries/transfer or 
delete it. 
 
Advanced Day/Night mode option 
 
In addition to manual day/night mode True IPPBX  offers options to schedule a particular day or time to night 
mode, say festivals when offices remain closed or half-days on Saturday and unscheduled holidays as well. 
 


